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April Launch Set

Only Walls Remain After Apartment Fire

GOV. Lawton Retiring

SUIT NAMES CITYANS

Inside News

Decision Awaited

Retirement Planned

Pailos Loses 90 Wins

He'll Still Be Active

By DORIS SHOAE of the News

One of the toughest decisions a man has to make is how to react to personal losses in his life. This was the situation faced by Governor David L. Lawton when he announced his decision to retire from the office of Governor of Oklahoma.

The announcement came following the sudden death of his wife, Betty Lawton, earlier this month. Governor Lawton, who has served two terms as Governor, said that the loss of his wife had been too much for him to bear and that he could not continue in office.

He stated that he would serve out the remainder of his term, which ends in January, before retiring to his home in Oklahoma City. He expressed his gratitude for the support and prayers of the people of Oklahoma and said that he would continue to work for the state from his home.

The announcement was met with widespread support and respect from both sides of the aisle. Many praised Governor Lawton for his service to the state and wished him well in his retirement.

The announcement also raised questions about the future of Oklahoma politics, with some speculating that it could lead to a change in leadership.

In related news, the Oklahoma Supreme Court ruled this week that the state's appointments process for Supreme Court justices is unconstitutional. The ruling could lead to a change in the way that justices are selected in the future.
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Top Of The Morning

YOU THINK you had a bad hangover this past weekend? Wait until Monday morning. Hangovers from the weekend can be just as severe as any other Monday morning.

The hangovers of Monday morning are not as well documented as the hangovers of the weekend, but studies have shown that the symptoms of a hangover can last up to 24 hours.

So, to make your Monday morning a little bit easier, try these tips:

1. Drink water before and after the weekend to help hydrate your body.
2. Eat a healthy breakfast to help assimilate the alcohol.
3. Take a break during the day to give your body a chance to recover.
4. Get some sleep on Sunday night to help your body recover.
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Heat's On State Snowmaker

Today's most beautiful Table Models...now with new and improved TOTAL AUTOMATIC COLOR

GOP
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Okinawa's Return

Protest

Lawman

Wife Quizzed In Slaying

Clutter, Sun Will Compete

Rich Protestant Shain in Ulster

Poe

City Scene

Citizenship Classes Started

College Extends Payment Date

Clean Air Workshop is Monday

OU Computer Leader Shifted

County Bar To Hear Done

Jail Death Autopsy Ordered

School Vote Signup "Brick"

Stereo FM AM Radio and Cartridge Player System

Stereo FM AM Cartridge Player System

Florsheim Clearance

NAACF Sets Membership Drive

Bus Riders Hurt

McClure-Rooney

Davidson's Sport Shop

MEN'S SPORT COATS

Only

$418

$139.95

$19.99 to $112.49

Men's Famous Makers' Outerwear at 1/4 Off

Sale.

$27.33 to $90

Reg. $109 to $150

Reg. $44.90 to $59.90

Reg. $64 to $150

Reg. $7 to $30

Reg. $39.97 to $178.00

Reg. $3.99

Reg. $7.99

Reg. $10.99 to $19.99
Democrats Pounce On Worsening Jobless Rate

Pat Greeted By 100,000

Guard Faces Recruiting Challenge, General Says

TERRIFIC VALUE DAYS!

SIMMONS Surplus Sale

We bought all the surplus stock of a Simmons Warehouse... the result is... YOU PAY FAR LESS!

Save 20% to 50% & more in this great event!

Dillard’s Brown Dunkin

TERRIFIC VALUE DAYS SALE

Save 15% to 60% on Cannon® Royal Family SHEETS and TOWELS... ‘Colorful’ January White Sale priced
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After 5 Country Sounds

The Midnight Earl
Harvey Comes Back

Take A Night Out
At A City Nightclub

The Diamond Entertainment Center

The Midnight Earl
Harvey Comes Back

Take A Night Out
At A City Nightclub
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U.S. Must Set Energy Policy

Bill Tharp
Say Goodbye To Gen. Jackson

The PEOPLE'S Voice

The United Nations

Bob Considine
Brought 'Em Pair
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Tom Braden
McGovern's First Day

State Editors Say

Governor Toes the Line...And the Rut

Billy Graham
What to Make of the Tragedy

Washington Merry-Go-Round

Senator Probing News Corruption

Recreation Vehicles Booming

Woolco

It's Discount Dynamite!

Cut Your Own Christmas Trees

Salesmen Get Breaks

Houseslipper Clearance 1.79

Plaid Shopper Stroller

Men's Blue Denim Flare Jeans

John-Ee Baby Carrell

Legend 170000 4-Way Oxygen Mask

5 Pc. Oval Braided Rug Set 39.97

Furnace Filters 5.00

Westmorehouse Flash Cubes 88c

Ogilven Insulated Jacket 5.77

Concrete Latex Wall Paint 4.88

Woolco Department Store Sales

HIS MAGNIFICENT MAJESTY A.-M. S.

IT'S DISCOUNT DYNAMITE!
Suffice it to say, the game was off to a furious start with a study in intensity. Kansas' Mike Brown and Oklahoma City's Jeff Price went at it with a seemingly endless streak of aggressive play that laid the groundwork for the rest of the game. The Sooners, led by Price, started off strong with a 7-0 lead, but the Jayhawks quickly found their footing, with Brown scoring 12 points in the first quarter.

By the end of the first half, the game was tied at 31, with both teams showing their mettle in a battle of titans. The second half was a seesaw affair, with neither team able to pull away, despite several attempts from both sides. The intensity of the game was palpable, with every shot contested and every possession coming down to the wire.

And then, in the final minutes of the game, it all came down to a dramatic overtime. Price, who had been a force throughout the game, made a layup to force extra time. The teams exchanged baskets in the first overtime period, with Price scoring the first and last points to bring the game to a close.

In the end, it was Kansas that emerged victorious, with a final score of 70-66. The game was a testament to the intense rivalry between the two teams, and to the talent and skill that both sides brought to the court. The fans were left in awe of the game, and eagerly awaited the next meeting between these two great teams.
Thomas Quiet After Returning To Camp

The Oklahoma Journal, Saturday, January 5, 1977

Classen Topsple Bobcats, 74-66
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Ex-Mobster Bitter About Prison Life
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Visitation Law Ineligible
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Otasco

Annual Warehouse Sale

Kelly's

OTASCO

404 12TH ST S W

SPRINGFIELD, OREGON 97477

444-4000 WOODS SIZE 36-40

Pro Woodies

LA Open Scoreboard
Lay Retreat Slated By Indian Churches

A lay retreat will be held by Indian Churches on Friday, April 23, 1977, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Southern Presbyterian Church, 412 College St., in Oklahoma City. The retreat, open to the public, will provide an opportunity for laypeople to study and discuss the role of laypeople in the church. Church leaders will also be present to provide guidance and support. The retreat will include a keynote address by a prominent lay leader, as well as workshops and small group discussions on various aspects of church life. The cost of the retreat will be $10 per person, which includes lunch. For more information, contact the Southern Presbyterian Church at 412 College St., Oklahoma City, OK 73110, or call 405-742-1234.

Catholic Order Finds Playboi Ad Effective

A recent ad by the Catholic Order, featuring a young man standing in front of a building, has proven to be very effective in attracting new members. The ad, which was placed in the local newspaper, has generated a lot of interest and has led to an increase in new memberships. The Catholic Order is a religious organization that provides spiritual and emotional support to its members. The ad has been praised for its simplicity and effectiveness in communicating the message of the organization.

Reservist's Suit Attacks Hair Rules

A reservist has filed a lawsuit against the military, claiming that the military's hair rules violate his constitutional rights. The reservist, who is a member of the National Guard, argues that the military's hair rules are discriminatory and that they violate his right to freedom of religion. The lawsuit was filed in the US District Court for the District of Oklahoma. The court has scheduled a hearing for the case, and a decision is expected in the coming months. The reservist is seeking an injunction against the military's hair rules and is also seeking compensation for any damages caused by the violation of his rights.

Midwest City Church Led By Former Softball Star

A former softball star has been named the new pastor of a church in Midwest City, Oklahoma. The new pastor, who is a former All-American softball player, has a strong record of community service and is known for his ability to connect with young people. The church, which is located in the heart of the city, has a long history of serving the community and is well-known for its welcoming spirit. The new pastor is expected to bring a fresh perspective to the church and to continue its mission of serving the community.

Go To Church This Week

SPECTRUM THEATRE

Midwest City Church

JACK HERRITZ DIX

Penney Photo

CfM MEDICAL CENTER

HUBBARD'S BARN Newborn

American General Life Insurance Co.

Lyon's Carpet Co.

Local Federal Savings & Loan

Palm Tree Land Inc.

Havana Inn

Holiday Inn - Downtown

Rainy Night Inn

University of Oklahoma - Department of Psychology

Kathleen Lipe's Imports

R K S Coffee

Construction Skills, Inc.

Rural Electric Cooperatives Of Oklahoma

Farmers Insurance Group

Farmers Union Insurance Co
Poor People's Credit Union Appeals Cutoff To Dallas

Baggett's Son Held As Drunk

By MIKE BRAUN

Walt Baggett Sr., head of the Oklahoma City's largest credit union operations in Dallas, was arrested Friday on a public drunkenness complaint after he was found drunk in his car in front of a multiple parking garage.

Oklahoma said the youth was not involved with any of the credit union's operations.

Walt Baggett Jr., the son of Baggett and his wife, said the arrest was "absolutely uncharacteristic" of his father.

The credit union is headquartered in Oklahoma City, but it has branch offices in Dallas and other cities.

The credit union is one of the largest in the United States, with more than 100,000 members.

The arrest is believed to be related to a personal matter.

Baggett, who has been with the credit union for 20 years, was not available for comment.

---

FEATURETTE FAMOUS NAME BRANDS...


FREE - NO INTEREST FOR 30 DAYS
CHARGE IT

OWN IT IN 30 DAYS.
OR PAY FOR IT IN 12 MONTHS - NO INTEREST

FOR PEOPLE WHO WANT 30 DAYS TO PAY

PRICE GUARANTEED
ANY FURNITURE RISK FREE FROM CAH IF FOUND IN TOWN WITHIN 30 DAYS
WILL REBUY YOU THE DIFFERENCE WITH CONFIDENCE

THE KING OF QUEEN MATTRESS ON BOX SPRINGS
QUILTED - FIRM 13 GAUGE COILS $29.98

RICHWOOD FURLONG $148

909 Floral Sofa by Wedgewood OF DESERT CARDS
COMPLETE WITH BOLSTERS! (AS SHOWN) $148

4000 EXPRESS CHEST & DESIGNER STANDS AVAILABLE...

175 GUARDIAN BABY BED

DUNLOP 501 NYLON - FIRST QUALITY CARPET 6' X 9' $89

3 POSITION VIBRATOR RECLINER
IT RECLINES IT VIBRATES

THOMAS 7030 $138

CIRCUIT CITY RECLINER $138

FHA APPROVED - CHOICE OF COLORS COMPARABLE AT $75.00

FREE BABY BED WITH MATTRESS OF CHOICE OF WHITE OR BEIGE $28

---

BUYING FROM H - FURNITURE IS LIKE BUYING WHOLESALE...